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About Nickida

[image: ]Nickida is a first-generation Trinidadian American wife and mother of four. She enjoys sharing recipes from her childhood growing up in Trinidad with her readers. Nickida has a son with Autism and shares posts around traveling with a child with special needs to help other families like her own. She loves television, movies and is a true 80's baby.
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I was feeling a bit creative today and getting ready for my upcoming press-a-ton with @___kayyc. So I decided to pull out the machine for some fun.

Yesterday during the storm I heard a huge thud outside my house. I thought it thunder but when I heard it a second time something said check my doorbell camera. And there they were both Boris and Nikolai face down on the porch. I ran out to pick them up without any hope. Nikolai has a huge crack down the side I hope I can save him but Boris is gone and I know that finding another just like this design holding the bags will be tough. #nutcrackers #nutcraker

My sister @gem_c14 is making pens in addition to her custom crocs. These are what’s in my current collection. One is a keychain and she also made me a cute badge holder. #custompens #customkeychain #custombagdeholder

I’ve know this superstar her whole life. She the best sister anyone could ever want, the world’s most amazing mom, and truly one of the best person you could ever call your friend. My parents would tell you she’s one of greatest daughter’s in the world. Join me in wishing my sister a happy birthday.🎂🎁🎈

Since the rest of my nutcracker collection is being put away, I found this guy to hang through the end of February. If you see any great ones please share. #nutcrackercollector #valentinesnutcracker #nutcracker valentinesday

We’ve been through so much and have grown over the years. Sixteen years ago we made a promise to always be there for each other and love each other no matter the storm. Babes I can truly say we’ve been weathering storms even before making those vows. Here’s the last sixteens years and many more amazing years together.
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